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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
RETROSPECT—PAST, PRESENT, 
AND FUTURE 
Sir Raphael Reviews Progress of Society 
(Delivered by the President, SIR RAPHAEL CILENTO, 
at the annual meeting of the Royal Historical Society of 
Queensland on 28 September 1967.) 
IT has been my privilege to be President of this Society for 18 out of the 33 years since you first elected me to that 
honourable post in 1935. 
This 1967/68 period will be my last, ending a final 
unbroken series of 15 years, as I end my own 75th year. 
This qualifies me, 1 think, to indulge in a retrospect—^local, 
national and international—and to remember that as we 
sweep along on the great current of Time towards a future 
unknown but always charged with the exhilaration of adven-
ture, the present is slipping back under our feet to remind us 
that today will be the unchangeable past tomorrow! 
This Society itself began in 1913; suffered the ups and 
downs of progress and insecurity; co-operative effort and 
internecine friction; the woes of the wars of 1914-1918 and 
1939-1945 and the cold war of conflicting ideologies in 
which the world is presently involved increasingly. It has 
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weathered them all in its miniscule niche as a tiny observa-
tion post. It has been an incorporated body for more than 
twenty years. 
In its Jubilee Year, it was honoured by permission to affix 
the title "Royal" to its official name; its work has been recog-
nised and supported by subsidies from the Commonwealth, 
the State, and Local Authority; its Journal is read with 
appreciation and kept by many learned societies and lib-
raries; it has seen the Oxley Memorial Library, the Place 
Names Committee, the Queensland Women's Historical 
Association and other bodies originate from its initiative and 
bud off from it, as the parent stem, to develop their own 
progressive activities individually. 
Its membership has never previously been so high, nor its 
interests so varied; it has entertained royal guests and lec-
turers or visitors of distinction, and it has created its own 
recognised Fellowship holders. 
DEVOTED WORK 
It has done all this by the devoted work of a small group 
of dedicated people who, like the Pleiades, are a cluster of 
stars essentially the same, but difficult to pinpoint or count, 
though always bright in our sky. 
Effective institutions are built on efficient human execu-
tives—usually only a handful. Above all, they depend upon 
an efficient and enterprising secretary of which we have aU 
had recent evidence. The posts of secretary, treasurer, Ub-
rarian and editor of our Journal, among others, obviously 
require continuity because they depend for their adequacy 
upon experience and knowledge of the objectives, the pro-
blems and the possibilities of the Society. 
The Presidency perhaps needs, similarly, some degree of 
continuity in periods of insecurity and active development, 
though a greater factor is co-ordination between President 
and Secretary, and to a less immediate degree, between him 
and the members of the Council. 
The Council itself needs to be something more than a 
group meeting once a month to discuss an agenda 
impromptu: each councillor should have a special function 
or be "runner-up" to one of the executives charged with 
specific duties. 
In many societies, the presidency is limited to two con-
secutive years with one subsequent year serving on the Coun-
cil ex officio as "immediate past president" with a discretion-
ary power residing in the Council to nominate him for a 
further term if they so desire, but with no eligibility on his 
part to nominate otherwise. 
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In the same way councillors are often limited to a set term 
in order that the Council shall not merely be a self-perpetuat-
ing body. The situation is more complex, however, than it 
seems at first sight, especially when one considers that 
honorary life membership or the bestowal of a Fellowship of 
the Society may be based on service in just such capacities 
for ten years or longer, among other things. Moreover, 
societies or clubs of routine activities can more readily 
change executives than those with cultural objectives. A 
transfusion of new blood may be vital to a patient who has 
become markedly anaemic, but unless it is blood of the right 
blood group, it can be fatal to the continued life of the 
patient. 
EXPANDING RELATIONSHIPS 
As valuable as or more than variation of this type is the 
matter of expanding mutually advantageous relationships 
with other bodies having similar objectives. Here, for 
example, we are anxious to build enduring relations with the 
National Trust of Queensland and with the Wild Life Preser-
vation Society or Australian Conservation Foundation, of 
which the lastnamed seeks to protect, conserve and popu-
larise Australian flora and fauna; the National Trust aims at 
the preservation or restoration of historic monuments and 
sites, while our Society is the recording body and the reposi-
tory of documents, photos and papers of all kinds, as well as 
being a museum of historical significance. 
Helpful relationships can also be established through 
branch groups in any of these or other bodies, remembering 
always that splinter groups are unduly fragile, while close 
association can give a unified group a prestige and a solidity 
that is essential to cultural acceptance by the public. With-
out that (sometimes even with it!) there is little hope of 
governmental countenance or support. 
Even the widest development of our activity leaves us a 
mere spicule in the vast kaleidoscope of world history— 
national and international—but, nevertheless, part of it and 
all its changes. How enormous these changes are since World 
War II ended in 1945—if it did end! 
Consider, for example, radar, electronic contacts by air, 
land and sea; messages and photos beamed world-wide from 
satellites and all the uses of electric and nuclear resources 
from space travel (say) to surgery and to the microscopic 
examination of genes, chromosomes and the very stuff that 
is the life of a cell. We seem to be upon the point of creating 
life synthetically. 
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CONQUEST OF SPACE 
U.S. ASTRONAUT WALKS "ON TOP OF THE WORLD." 
Major White upside-down in outer space—where there is not really any "up" 
or "down." 
I mentioned spacecraft, of which the first went into orbit 
ten years ago this month and you will doubtless recall the 
amazing photograph of the moon—not only of the surface it 
presents to us but of that hidden side of which thousands of 
pictures have now been beamed to the earth from a distance 
of a quarter of a million miles; of efforts to reach Mars and 
Venus similarly; of men walking in space and transferring 
from one space vehicle to another while travelling at 18,000 
miles per hour and circling the earth in little over 80 minutes. 
For more mundane purposes there are the jet aeroplanes 
that annihilate air distances for business and travel; the 
bathyscafe that explores the depths of the sea; the hydrofoil; 
and the hovercraft that ride an air cushion at 300 miles per 
hour over sea or land; vast machines that excavate and 
transfer great masses of earth—all activated by one or two 
mere operators pushing buttons or even by remote control— 
triumphs of the present, commonplaces of the future. There 
are robots that will do as much as many men and as well or 
better; which almost, indeed, seem to think. There are com-
puters which, when you feed into them the essential premises 
of a problem, will, in a few moments, return you an authentic 
answer or formula which it would take perhaps half a dozen 
men days or weeks to finahse. 
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140-PASSENGER HYDROFOIL OPERATING IN ITALY. 
When X-rays were introduced they were regarded as an 
almost miraculous aid to diagnosis, and so they were, teach-
ing us as they did, many things by analysis of their light and 
dark shadows, but, nowadays, they are infinitely reinforced 
by tiny torches, microscopic knives and cauteries that can 
actually be introduced into many of the vital areas of heart 
and brain and elsewhere to see directly, to operate and to 
observe the results. 
What, too, of radio and television (black and white, or 
coloured) that now permit us to hold a dialogue or a con-
ference all over the world—the answers of the others follow-
ing your questions and so on at once, as if they were sitting 
at the same table, while their faces as they speak show on 
your receiver screen as though they were only feet away, 
not hundreds or even thousands of miles, or, in some cases 
under water, or in the field with "walkie talkies," or in police 
cars or radar trucks! New uses are recorded daily. 
On the reverse side of the coin, there are, of course, all 
BATHYSCAPH WHICH MADE WORLD RECORD DIVE. 
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Antenna to Track Space Vehicles. 
the dangerous uses to which these magnificent discoveries 
can be and have been bent: the missiles capable of dropping 
a devastating warhead accurately on a target 2,000 miles 
away; unmanned missile-carrying planes that will pursue an 
enemy plane by the heat of its own engines or other activity 
and will "home" on their target inevitably and inexorably. 
There are pesticides of potency which are absorbed also 
by grass and contaminate the milk of cows, or are even 
recovered from the flesh of fish caught far at sea—inadver-
tent and uncontrolled dangers. Even in Australia dingo 
poisons are being used that are said, in some areas, to have 
killed out the crow, the magpie, the butcher-bird, the kooka-
burra and the hawk and, temporarily at least, to have altered 
the balance of nature along the lines of that extraordinary 
book "Silent Spring." 
LIMITLESS OVERTONES 
Note that "balance of Nature": it has limitless overtones— 
moreover, the masses of anti-biotics and pesticides them-
selves are undercut and neutralised by strains of parasite or 
pest that become resistant, persistent and, perhaps, locally 
dominant. Take a homely example in a simplified way from 
Queensland's experience in the control of hookworm some 
years ago, and its lessons: 
There were two forms here along the coast—the wide-
spread Necator from the Pacific Islands and the larger, much 
more dangerous but relatively rare, Ankylostoma from 
China. The first was readily expelled by one or two worm 
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treatments, the other was not effectively defeated by ten, and 
soon, free from competition, began to predominate in relative 
and absolute numbers and menace. Hookworm in Queens-
land was mild in most cases and sanitary privies defeated it, 
but this is not the case, for example, in crowded primitive 
communities as in Vietnam. 
Let us look also at two other cases: 
First — cholera — which is a terrifying disease and in 
epidemic form can depopulate an area with unprotected 
water or food supplies in a few days. Those of us who go 
abroad have for some years been inoculated against this, 
but recently a virulent form, not affected by preventive inocu-
lation—the El tor strain—has flared up in epidemic form in 
Indonesia and India and is beginning to run riot in Asia. 
That dangerous form is supplanting the weaker type that can 
be controlled. We, in Australia, are protected by our reticu-
lated water supply, but New Guinea, so far, is not defensible 
if attacked. Cholera that appeared for the first time in West 
Irian with Indonesian paratroopers was Sukarno's only gift 
to Irian Barat! 
NEW CROP OF VIRUSES 
Secondly, in one generation we have seen drugs discovered 
that have virtually eliminated typhoid in Australia, have 
minimised the lethal impact of pneumonia; have made diph-
theria and poliomyelitis rare, but, in their place, we now 
see a new crop of viruses, e.g. hepatitis—newcomers against 
which, as yet, we have no defences, because of no sufficient 
knowledge with which to combat them. 
As for venereal diseases, the whole world was amazed and 
delighted, when during World War II penicillin was intro-
duced and gonorrhoea ceased to be a scourge that remained 
chronic for years and became an infection curable in a few 
hours. But, note the sequel: action and counter action, the 
balance we constantly see in Nature, has produced in the 
body an antibody to the drug, so that more and more cases 
are again intractable and the disease, resistant to the drugs, 
remains active or lies latent, liable to revive, for years, 
especially in women. 
In the same way resistant strains are appearing more and 
more frequently among flies, mosquitoes and other vectors of 
disease and a constant war must be waged using new drugs 
with initial success—but growing resistance and final ineffec-
tiveness. 
THE SPIRIT OF ENQUIRY 
The spirit of enquiry and competition by trial, by error, 
or by compromise is seen in every aspect of human endeav-
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our. It appears in everything from abstract science to sport, 
to trade and commerce, to weaponry, to technology of all 
kinds, to philosophies and ideologies, and even to pacts for 
defence and offence. 
We think for a moment of the four-minute mile (now a 
commonplace), of surf riding, of water skiing; parachuting 
and aerobatics; a galaxy of new sports records or, again, of 
the enormous growth in the use of (say) plastics and what 
they have displaced— j^ust as gunpowder once displaced the 
bow and arrow! And today we read in the newspaper that a 
manned plane has reached a speed of 4,534 miles per hour 
at 99,000 feet, i.e. 19 miles above the earth's surface; 
Who would have believed this possible ten or fifteen years 
ago? 
Who would have thought in 1952 that China would have 
become by 1967 a great world power; a member of the grim 
"nuclear club"; or that its 750 million people would have 
become a menace for the rest of the world? 
Who would have thought that Britain, once great, would 
have abdicated her interests from the vast areas east of Suez 
and from the Mediterranean, North Africa and the Indian 
Ocean and would sit cap in hand on the door-step of Europe 
begging for entry into the European Common Market 
irrespective of the dangers to sovereignty, etc., in the Treaty 
of Rome; to the agricultural interests of Britain itself; and to 
relationships with Australasia and other members of the 
former British Commonwealth of Nations? 
POPULATION EXPLOSION 
Who would have thought that the vast saving of life by 
the control of insect-borne epidemic diseases in primitive 
areas of Asia and Africa would, so soon, have produced the 
population explosion of which some of us wrote wamingly 
thirty to thirty-five years ago; a subject now so fertile a field 
for the futile from every ivory tower and an inchoate basis 
for research into contraceptives from an act of conscience to 
the intra-uterine loop, from "the Pill" to voluntary steriUsa-
tion, etc., or, that scientists would discover essential human 
hormone in the soya bean, or fertility factors in the "essences 
of oak leaves"? Or that, fomented by factions seeking world 
control this predictable phenomenon should emerge as the 
matter of "living-room" for the teeming primitive masses 
with opposing legions ranged against one another under the 
banners of "multi-racial integration" on the one hand and 
"apartheid" (separate and equal development) on the other? 
And that as a corollary we and all the world should 
become aware of the ever-increasing trend towards automa-
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tion and industrial redundancy which so gravely complicates 
The inter-play of international balance has caught up our 
own country in the most dramatic and arresting way. Per-
haps "arresting" is the wrong word, because we have never 
experienced so forcible an impulse to advance or to perish. 
For the first time as, a nation we are looking with under-
standing towards the Asia of which we are part—to that 
"near North" which, hke parrots, we have called the "far 
East" since Western Europe gave it that name. 
For the first time as a nation we have recognised that our 
future depends on our development of tropical and sub-
tropical Australia—or have we? 
MINERAL DISCOVERIES 
Consider the economic significance of the mineral dis-
coveries made within the last decade or two — the 2,000 
million tons of bauxite in view at Weipa, N.Q., and a field 
of equal potential on the Gove Peninsula in the Northern 
Territory which are, together, the largest field in the world; 
the huge deposits of iron ore (estimated at 8 billion tons) of 
the Hamersley Range in N.W. Australia; the phosphate 
deposits near Cloncurry (equal to the needs of the whole 
world for a century); the multiple oil and gas strikes in 
quantities increasingly huge; lead production now the largest 
in the world; zinc the third largest; wool equalling one third 
of the whole world's output; silver, copper, uranium, nickel, 
rutile, antimony and whatever else you will, not forgetting 
the huge deposits of coal of every variety from seams as 
thick as 110 feet, of which the Japanese have contracted to 
rail to the coast and import into Japan from three to five 
million tons annually. 
Who would have thought fifteen years ago that Japan 
would have been steadily replacing Britain as our greatest 
trade partner, or that we should contemplate a Common 
Market of the Western Pacific to offset the disadvantages of 
Britain's desertion of this hemisphere? 
The retreat of England from Asia is perhaps the best 
stimulus that we casual Australians could possibly have had. 
ACHILLES HEEL 
The new consequential defence requirement also, the 
United States and Austrahan base at North West Cape, the 
proposals for a "new Singapore" near Cockburn Sound or 
elsewhere; the forward base on Cocos Island; the seven-
nation talks presently in progress with strategically located 
potential allies in South-East Asia and its island festoons are 
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all stimulating indications of our new relationships and vital 
potential. We are even becoming aware that our Achilles 
heel is our uncomprehending assent to withdrawal from New 
Guinea, the comer-stone of our defences. How absurd it is 
to contemplate abandoning that country to inevitable absorp-
tion into the Communist sphere under pressure when the 
desire of the great mass of its people and its obvious inability 
to be viable militarily, strategically, or industrially if set 
adrift, so obviously indicate the solution—incorporation into 
Australia as a separate state. 
Or must we in blind complacency overlook the fact that 
so-called independence for New Guinea, apart front3eing 
disastrous for them, must inevitably result in demand for 
independence for the Torres Strait Islanders and for the 
38,000 square mile aboriginal reserve in the Northern Terri-
tory and possibly for Cape York Peninsula? Are we bhnd 
to the fact that this is in line with the Communist objective 
of a menacing power, not only on our borders, but effectively 
infiltrating them and occupying that area of northern Aus-
tralia from east of Darwin to the Roper River, the floor of 
the Gulf of Carpentaria, Cape York Peninsula from Cook-
town North and easterly to include the Solomon Islands, 
which were shown on a propaganda map within the borders 
of a hypothetical "South Irian"? 
Apart from these vital but controversial issues, let us 
return however to our greatest and least apprehended pro-
blem-—automation. 
AUTOMATION 
A couple of hundred years ago, when the "spinning Jenny" 
was invented and the power loom began mass production of 
textiles, crowds wrecked the workshops of the inventors, in 
retaUation for the wrecking of the cottage industry of hand 
weaving and the redundancy of home spinners. Those who 
are today inflaming the workers where diesel engines, drag-
lines, automatic excavators, etc., are replacing hand labour 
are equally out of touch with reality and are failing to see 
that the future demands exploitation along new and more 
rewarding lines for all concerned rather than an unintelUgent 
retreat into an outmoded class. 
There is, moreover, a sort of defeatism which asks what 
12 million people can do in the industrial complexity of such 
a situation—but a count of noses is no longer an appropriate 
approach to this problem. 
Automation can multiply the single arm of every worker 
by one hundred—it can lift our potential to that of a popula-
tion of 1200 million instead of 12 million. It could make us 
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a senior and attractive partner for nations who are situated 
where their co-operation is essential to our full development 
and theirs and our mutual contribution to world progress. 
Adequately comprehended and applied, it could make us, 
therefore, an essential partner—which at the moment some 
of them are inclined to doubt. 
AUTONOMY 
In retrospect in these last two decades, then, we see Aus-
tralia emerging from dependence to autonomy and from the 
last vestiges of colonial status to fuU nationhood—entering 
an era of self-sufficiency in which we may acquire a recog-
nised currency (which we can use for travellers' cheques 
acceptable overseas) and not one that is merely sterling at a 
25 per cent discount; a foreign policy of our own and not 
one discounted equally by imitation and the expediency of 
the moment; an economic policy attracting adequate foreign 
investment upon adequately protective conditions; and a 
defence system appropriate to our needs and not based 
merely upon acquiescence in the plans of a greater power at 
the price of the purchase at great cost of second-rate or 
obsolescent equipment from nations anxious to find a market 
here for it. 
It is sometimes more valuable to study the technique of 
one's opponent, than to acquiesce tamely in the aphorisms of 
one's associates. However one may reject the ideology of 
Mao Tse-tung and may fear his menacing chauvinism we can 
all echo and applaud his words when he said: 
"Wars (and we are at war and may continue to be for ten, 
twenty, one hundred years) are not won by logistics, nor by 
the best, most modern or largest of armaments. They are 
won by morale and morale derives from dedication to a 
devotedly accepted objective." 
This is as true for us as for the Chinese or any other 
nation, and it means here that faith in Australia can not 
only move mountains, but can safeguard ourselves, our chil-
dren and our grandchildren's future in this land that we have 
chosen and built up to nationhood from a primitive wilder-
ness in less than two centuries. But faith does not exist in 
isolation—it is futile without works—planned and construc-
tive works—and for this the third factor is time, the essence 
of any contract. 
Let me leave this thought with you and remind you as I 
have several times had to remind myself of Goethe's couplet: 
"Arrow-swift the present flieth; leaden-footed comes the 
future; and motionless forever stands the past" for TODAY 
WILL BE ADDED TO THE UNCHANGEABLE PAST, 
TOMORROW. 
